THE STATE OF
GHOSTWRITING
By Sarah Zimmerman
Lockdown, while clearly devastating for so
many businesses, has in fact been good for
the book industry. According to Publisher’s
Weekly, in the adult books segment in 2020,
sales of both print and digital formats rose.
Hardcover sales were up 18.9% over 2019. The
industry’s good fortune has also extended to
ghostwriters and those who work with them.
“I’ve never been busier”, says Madeleine
Morel, a Brit whose highly-regarded New
York City agency, 2M Communications Ltd.,
exclusively represents ghostwriters. The
reasons for the booming business are twofold, says Morel. “All these people who didn’t
have time to get their books written before now
have time…to reflect on what they want to
say, initiate the search for a writer, and do the
extensive interviewing necessary”. Morel also
cites increased demand from the book-reading
public: business is booming due to the fact
that more and more people are reading during
lockdown. “There are only so many hours in a
day one can binge-watch TV!” she says.
Morel also notices an increase in
ghostwriters signing contracts to write
individual or family histories. This could be
due to the pandemic making people much
more aware of their mortality. “More and
more we are seeing people want to leave
their mark in the world”, she says.
David O’Neil, head of Massachusettsbased Story Trust, can attest to the
increasing interest in personal biography
and family histories. Although his company
also creates oral histories, documentary
videos, and business histories, many of
his clients are adult children wanting to
ensure that their elderly parents’ stories are
recorded for future generations.
O’Neil began Story Trust out of a sense
of regret. He had always intended to record
his mother’s stories, but waited too long
to do so (something that he says happens
distressingly frequently). He was in his
early 40s when his mother passed away
unexpectedly. So when the opportunity
to record his father-in-law’s stories arose,
he jumped at the chance. He enjoyed
the process so much he turned it into a
business. Today, this former English and
history teacher ’s business model has
evolved from mostly oral recordings (he
confesses to being an NPR junkie and huge
fan of Ira Glass and This American Life) to
80% books and 20% oral recordings.
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“One thing I’ve learned from the older
people I interview is that they all share
traits of optimism, resilience, and curiosity.
I draw a lot of wisdom and life lessons from
the people I interview”, he says. In the best
cases, the interviewing process “provides
opportunities for self-reflection” for his
clients (whom he prefers to call “narrators”
whether it is an oral or written history).
“It’s not only getting the facts down”,
says O’Neil, “but honouring their story.
Oftentimes people come away with a new
understanding of themselves”.

Oftentimes people
come away with a
new understanding
of themselves
Trust is absolutely necessary to a
successful working relationship with a
client – whether you are creating a family
history, a memoir or any type of writing, says
UK ghostwriter Andrew Crofts. “If you are
interviewing and hiring a ghostwriter, one
of the main things you have to do is to make
sure you get on. You have to trust them as
you would a doctor. You’ve got to feel that you
want to spend time with this person. It’s all
about the chemistry”.
Having ghostwritten over 100 books,
Crofts knows what he is talking about.
He has sold millions of copies of his
work in a four-decade career. After doing
speechwriting, PR writing and journalism,
he started ghostwriting in earnest in the
80’s. A natural marketer, he placed an ad for
his ghostwriting services in The Bookseller.
The rest is history, albeit secret history
due to ghostwriters’ need to keep absolute
confidentiality about the identity of their
clients. Crofts’ success, however, has made
him one of the handful of ghostwriters
whose name is well known. In addition to
his ghostwriting work, Crofts has written
a ‘soup-to-nuts’ book on ghostwriting for
those who are interested in becoming one

(by publisher A&C Black). It didn’t hurt
his profile that his book on ghostwriting
was quoted throughout Robert Harris’s
bestseller The Ghost.
Crofts, who also writes fiction (based on –
what else? – a ghostwriter), has collaborated
on numerous family histories. “Earlier in my
career, I was always dependent on selling
it to a publisher for a significant amount of
money, but it’s only in the last 10-15 years
that I work with people who have the money
to commission the book themselves”. He is a
big fan of hybrid publishing, citing companies
such as Matador and RedDoor as reputable
publishers that give clients differing degrees
of control over the process. Madeleine Morel
too, says that the barriers to publishing a
book have been transformed by the rise of
self-publishing and hybrid publishing. “It’s no
longer looked down upon”, she says.
Dan Gerstein, head of NYC -based
Gotham Ghostwriters, says a good 50% of
his client base is currently pursuing nontraditional publishing – especially clients
who are accustomed to moving at the speed
of the internet who want to get their book to
market faster than the typical 12-16 months
it might take a traditional publisher.
Gerstein applauds all the new
options clients have - what he calls “the
democratisation” of storytelling. “There are
many more opportunities for diverse voices to
be published and heard now”, he says. “More
women, more people of colour, more LGBT
voices”. He believes traditional publishers
will have to streamline their publication
process and get faster, and more data-driven
to continue to compete. Especially for authors
who have large platforms, or who want to
capture more salles revenue, “an elite hybrid
publisher is often a better solution”.
None of this changes the fact, however,
that finding the right match between writer
and client is critical. “As much as resumé
and skills and creativity, what matters even
more is the relationship between the writer
and the client and the trust that goes into
it”, Gerstein said. Writing styles, the ability
of a ghostwriter to capture the client’s
“voice” and areas of expertise must match.
“Stylistically, you can be a great writer, but
if you want someone who writes like The
Economist and you hire someone who’s
more of a National Lampoon writer, you’ll be
frustrated”, he says.
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Gerstein’s stable of more than 2600 writers
specialise in all different kinds of books. He
and his team essentially perform a customised
search for each client, creating a much smaller
pool of qualified writers which his clients then
interview. Unusually, he lets his clients make
the final decision as to the writer. What they
should be looking for? The elusive and allimportant chemistry.
Once the book (or article, or speech – Gotham
specialises in all sorts of long-form content)
is written, Gotham can help clients figure out
the right publishing path (he likes to call his
company a publishing ‘sherpa’). For book
authors, that might be include either introducing
them to agents, deciding whether it is better to
directly submit to smaller, independent presses,
or pursuing a hybrid publishing option.
In another sign of the evolution of
the industry, Gerstein notes that many
accomplished name-brand authors are now
doing ghostwriting. “They’re realising they
can get paid a lot more than they could for
selling their own book”.
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